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S.E.A.L. Security Solutions Selects IPVideo Corporation's SentryVMS for Its
Mobile Fleet of Security Trailers

S.E.A.L. Security, of Houston, Texas, will standardize its fleet of mobile security and
surveillance trailers using the SentryVMS video management platform from IPVideo
Corporation. The trailers feature cameras on a telescoping mount that transmit video via
cellular 4G to a monitoring center.

(PRWEB) March 07, 2016 -- IPVideo Corporation, manufacturer of IP-based video surveillance and command
center solutions, today announced that S.E.A.L. Security Solutions of Houston, Texas, has selected SentryVMS
as the video management platform to support its redesigned fleet of mobile security and surveillance trailers.
The company’s mobile security camera trailers feature up to 6 high resolution PTZ cameras on a telescoping
mount that transmit video via cellular 4G back to S.E.A.L.’s central command and live monitoring center.
S.E.A.L. Security offers mobile security trailers in electric and solar self-contained systems.

S.E.A.L’s mobile camera systems provide a convenient and rapidly deployable solution for remote security and
surveillance at construction sites, residential areas, businesses, parking lots, outdoor events, and other locations
where there is need for temporary 24/7 security. Rhedonda Cox, S.E.A.L Security’s Director of Surveillance
and Business Development conveys that all camera systems also come standard with armed emergency
response by S.E.A.L. Security officers, a unique feature in the surveillance industry. The cameras on each
security trailer, licensed with SentryVMS software, are controlled from S.E.A.L.’s command /monitoring center
and can be easily and securely accessed remotely as well via the SentryVMS web interface or mobile app.

S.E.A.L. Security added mobile surveillance capabilities 5 years ago to complement its tactical security patrol
& K-9 services both domestically and abroad. The decision to standardize on SentryVMS for its fleet of mobile
security camera systems was made after careful trial and evaluation of potential solutions. S.E.A.L.’s Chief
Information Officer, Benjamin Hatfield, explains that the company was particularly impressed with
SentryVMS’s stability and system features. Its ability to respond to on-site motion alerts and support high
resolution video without dropping frames was particularly important, after the company recently tested and
observed poor results with a less robust VMS solution.

Steve Rice, IPVideo’s Director of Business Development, says “We are very excited and honored to be chosen
by S.E.A.L. Security as a strategic partner as they expand their reach in the mobile security and surveillance
market. The flexibility of our SentryVMS solution is an excellent choice for a wide range of non-traditional
applications, and S.E.A.L.’s choice to work with us helps to verify this.” For more information about
SentryVMS, visit www.ipvideocorp.com or visit IPVideo booth 19116 at the upcoming ISC West Exhibition in
Las Vegas, April 6-8. S.E.A.L. Security can be contacted at 713-979-2388 and online at
www.SEALSecurity.com, appointments can also be scheduled to meet with them at the IPVideo booth at ISC
West.

About IPVideo Corporation: An industry pioneer since its introduction of one of the first network-based
surveillance recording solutions in 1996, IPVideo Corporation is now at the forefront of developing unique,
innovative solutions that harness the power of IP video technology. Today, the Company’s systems are trusted
by Fortune 500 companies, government agencies and municipalities, utilities, healthcare facilities, school
districts and leading universities to mitigate risk while protecting people and property. A commitment to an
open-standards philosophy and delivering best-in-class performance and value underlies all offerings―from
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physical security solutions that bridge to the Internet of Things, to purpose-built HD audio/video recording
solutions for education, law enforcement, healthcare, and beyond. The company’s worldwide client base is
served by a network of certified distributors, dealers and system integrators, who benefit from ongoing
corporate support and training. IPVideo Corporation is headquartered in Bay Shore, NY. For more information,
visit http://www.ipvideocorp.com.

About S.E.A.L. Security: S.E.A.L. Security Solutions, LLC is the premier provider of integrated security
services on the Texas Gulf Coast, offering armed, K9-equipped, patrol services and both fixed and mobile
camera surveillance solutions. SEAL employs over 200 private security officers, including over 100 US Armed
Forces veterans, and over 70 trained dogs. SEAL’s rapidly growing patrol footprint covers more than 25% of
the entire Houston metro area. Customers include city management districts, utility districts, homeowner’s
associations, commercial property owners, construction companies, multifamily housing operators, and a wide
variety of other clients, who benefit from SEAL’s proactive approach to crime deterrence. SEAL’s state-of-the-
art camera platforms include both line-powered and solar models, and offer the added benefit of armed
response to alerts and alarms by SEAL’s officer force. SEAL has a history operating in complex and dangerous
environments, including a long history or supplying anti-piracy services to ship owners who’s vessels ply
dangerous waters, like the Gulf of Aden off the coast of Somalia. SEAL has proven over the years that it is up
to any security challenge its customers night face. SEAL is licensed by the Texas Department of Public Safety:
P.S.B. License # 15942
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Contact Information
Margie Gurwin
IPVideo Corporation
http://www.aplustechnology.com
+1 (631) 969-2600 Ext: 2258

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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